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Bread from Heaven

A crowd came to Jesus. What did He say to the crowd?

Go through the maze and read the words along the correct path to find the answer.

In BREAK but not in RAKE _____
In BREAD but not in BEAD _____
In MEAT but not in MAT _____
In LEAD but not in LED _____
In DATE but not in EAT _____
In GOAT but not in TAG _____
In FEVER but not in EVER _____
In TABLE but not in BEAT _____
In ALIVE but not in VALE _____
In FEAR but not in EAR _____
In TEAR but not in RAT _____
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What did Jesus say next?

Unscramble these words to find out.

“oN noe cna ecmo ot eM Issenu wadrn yb eth erFhta Woh esnt eM; dna I lwli seria htta oeprsn pu no eht atls yda.”

“___  ______  _______  ______  
___  _______  _______  ______  
___  _______  _______  ______  
___  _______  _______  ______  
___;  ___  _______  _______  

Jesus gave them some important messages.

Solve the math problems to find the words Jesus said to them.

“__  _______  _______  _______  
__  ____  _______  _______  
__  ____  _______  _______  
__  ____  _______  _______  
__  ____  _______  _______  

13 Me  12 Everyone

10 learns  9 from  15 listens

21 to  17 comes  25 to  14 Him

8 Father  32 and  11 the  6 who

8+4  9+6  30-5  12-4

3+3  5+6  25+7  18-8

12-3  7+7  20-3  26-5

8+5